BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF LANE COUNTY, OREGON

ORDER NO: 22-01-04-12

IN THE MATTER OF INCORPORATING OREGON STATUTORY AND CASELAW INTO THE LANE MANUAL

WHEREAS, the Lane Manual codifies the rules for operation of Lane County; and,

WHEREAS, in multiple sections of the Lane Manual various provisions of the Oregon Revised Statutes and the related Oregon Administrative Rules are referenced; and,

WHEREAS, some sections of the Lane Manual reference a specific version of the Oregon Revised Statutes and Oregon Administrative Rules by year; and,

WHEREAS, it is the intent of the Board of Commissioners to include in any references in the Lane Manual to the Oregon Revised Statutes and related Oregon Administrative Rules any changes by the Oregon Legislature, state administrative agencies and Oregon courts; and,

WHEREAS, the incorporation of any changes to the Oregon Revised Statutes and Oregon Administrative Rules and any court decisions involving those statutes and rules is intended and necessary to keep the Lane Manual current; and,

WHEREAS, in those sections of the Lane Manual that reference a specific year of the Oregon Revised Statutes and Administrative Rules are intended to remain unchanged; and

NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of County Commissioners of Lane County ORDERS as follows:

1. All changes to any Oregon Revised Statute or Oregon Administrative Rule are hereby incorporated into the Lane Manual; and

2. Any court decisions involving any Oregon Revised Statutes or Administrative Rule are hereby incorporated into the Lane Manual; and

3. Any sections of the Lane Manual that references a specific year of the Oregon Revised Statute or Oregon Administrative Rule as being the statute or rule to be used in that section of the Lane Manual shall remain unchanged.

ADOPTED this 4th day of January, 2022.
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